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INTRODUCTION

➢ Businesses in the United States waste $105 billion each year dealing with poorly performing employees. (Sweden $1.3b, Australia $4.1b, Hong Kong $5.0b, Netherlands $7.1b, India $10.8b, UK $24.5b)(1)

➢ United States managers spend 14% of their time redoing or correcting the mistakes of others – approximately one hour every day. (Sweden 8%, Australia 14%, Hong Kong 24%, Netherlands 15%, India 20%, UK 11%)(1)

➢ In ‘Out of the Crisis’, the late great W Edwards Deming writes: “Some experts on banking declare that between 40 and 60 percent of any bank’s staff is involved in verifying the work of other staff members”.(2)

Does any of this surprise you? Probably not!
Ask most small business owners: “Apart from the usual cash-flow challenges, what is the hardest part of your job, what most keeps you awake at night?” and they’re likely to tell you: “Dealing with staff”. Ask managers and team leaders in larger organisations the same question and you’re likely to get a similar answer.
The message we hear over and over is that managing people is so often the ‘hard stuff’ about work. Yet it doesn’t have to be difficult, as we’ll attempt to show in this book.

Why do staff always need me around?

“Why do staff always need me around before they’ll do any work?” Have you ever said, or at least thought, something like this?
It’s an age-old problem — both employers and managers constantly frustrated by people management issues. If you hang around the office or shop all day supervising — who’s going to develop the business? If you have to spend half your day fixing mistakes others have made, where do you find the time for your own work?
Wouldn’t it be nice to be able to go home before the kids go to bed? If you bottle it all up and then vent your frustration by yelling at your staff, you’ll just create a bigger problem than the one you have already. Heavy financial discussions with your bank manager seem a breeze by comparison!
But let’s make no bones about it; these are not staff problems, they are management problems.

Work shouldn’t be this difficult — should it?

Why do these things happen? How can you handle these situations without getting stressed? What can you say? How can you say it?
You need to be able to talk to staff about how you can all pull together as a team, how people’s actions and behaviour reflect on the business, how important it is to speak appropriately to customers, suppliers and each other; how to remain positive and constructive in their communications. And, at least theoretically and logically, this should not be hard. Speaking to individuals about particular concerns need not be difficult and there are ways of doing it that avoid stress and destructive conflict.

It’s all about feedback — at the right time and in the right way.
ABOUT THIS BOOK

This book grew out of numerous workshops we’ve run with small business owners and managers in a variety of larger companies. It aims to help you make staff relationships productive, effective, and even enjoyable, whether you own the business or manage a team or department.

We want to help you transform yourselves from business owners and managers into leaders, who can confidently leave their staff to handle the details. Isn’t that what you have staff for in the first place? To make life easier for you! If that isn’t happening, you probably need to start thinking and operating differently.

We also believe really productive working relationships with your staff are based on giving feedback — feedback from you to your staff and feedback from them to you. For that to happen, you need to think strategically about your business and about your position — take a leadership role, and acknowledge that you’re responsible for making it work.

We will give you ideas to think about and to discuss with your staff, as well as tools that are practical and that you can start using immediately. We hope that, like most people in our workshops, you’ll find some new and useful ideas here, as well as some new slants on those you’re already implementing.

REFERENCES AND NOTES


A leader is best when people barely know he exists, Not so good when people obey him and acclaim him; Worse, when they despise him. But, of a good leader, who talks little, When his work is done, his aim fulfilled, They will say “We did it ourselves”.

Lao-Tse (6th Cent. BC)
FIVE STEPS TO MEANINGFUL FEEDBACK

Fear of feedback

In our experience, many people, in their minds, equate feedback with bad news. We want to show you how feedback can become accepted as ‘the-way-we-do-things-around-here’, part of the workplace culture, a standard way of getting things done more effectively and efficiently, no matter what the size or nature of the business.

We all like feedback when things go well, even ‘bosses’. Perhaps especially ‘bosses’, as they seldom get thanks or praise from their staff (or, for that matter, from their own superiors) for things that go well. But as a ‘boss’, you also need to hear the ‘hard stuff’, what’s gone wrong and why. What you did or didn’t do that led to unfortunate outcomes. Even if you simply made a mistake, erred in your judgement, behaved like a human being. Everyone slips up at times, regardless of their position.

When feedback, both good news and bad news, becomes part of the culture and is valued as a constructive force, there is no longer any reason for it to be feared.

The easy stuff

It’s feedback when you tell people when they’ve done well, ie: when you:

➢ Thank people for a job well done.
➢ Commend them for taking the initiative and solving a problem for you.
➢ Discuss with individuals where they’re going and what their career opportunities might be, even if its not in your business or workplace.
➢ Discuss progress with teams.
➢ Celebrate the wins when everyone’s pulled together and things have gone well.

This is the easy stuff. However, the reality seems to be that even this easy stuff is often not done. According to a study done by international organisational development firm Human Synergistics, ninety percent of Australians work in a negative culture of blame, indecision and conformity. The study also found that management styles and bosses’ actions were out of touch with the espoused values of most organisations and that most managers worked under misguided assumptions about human behaviour.\(^\text{(1)}\)

The hard stuff

Of course we also have to deliver the ‘bad news’ at times and when we have to give this kind of feedback we often end up criticizing and distressing the person or people concerned, however well-intentioned we are. None of us enjoys upsetting others, so why does it happen?

A common reason is that we put up with things for too long — what people are doing, the things that are going wrong — because we don’t know what to say or how to say it.
And we remember what happened last time:

➢ She cried…and you felt guilty about raising the concern.
➢ He got defensive, made excuses, and still didn’t finish the job properly.
➢ She sulked, shared her hard-luck story with other staff and they took her side.
➢ He started avoiding you, and so increased the levels of stress.
➢ She gave notice — leaving you short-staffed and with the pressure and expense of finding someone else.

All of which just went to increase your uncertainty about what to say and how to say it the next time something goes wrong.

When we finally realise we can no longer put off dealing with a situation, apprehension will have built up out of all proportion. We are likely to find ourselves well outside our comfort zone and we react defensively, ‘backs-against-the-wall’. We are often unnecessarily aggressive in our attitude and hurtful in our expressions. Not surprisingly, the recipients respond the same way, to your face or behind your back. Nothing has been solved and relationships have become just that bit more dysfunctional.

**Building a feedback culture through leadership**

Building a workplace where everyone is comfortable about giving and receiving feedback about their performance significantly reduces stress levels in manager-staff relationships. It might take time and patience and trust — *especially trust*. And that begins with you, the business owner, the manager, the team leader.

However, it’s difficult to build this kind of workplace if you see yourself just as a manager — primarily concerned with making sure things run smoothly and efficiently, with what people are doing and when. Often too close to the action to see the bigger picture and be able to give positive feedback; often too emotionally attached to the situation so that when things don’t go so well, you take mistakes personally and resort to criticism.

However, thinking and acting like a leader gives you a different perspective. As Stephen Covey says: “*Management is efficiency in climbing the ladder; leadership determines whether the ladder is leaning against the right wall*.“ From such a perspective, giving feedback, good and bad, comes much more easily. Without feedback, workplaces will continue to be miserable and dysfunctional; you’ll continue to be stressed, and achievements will remain well below potential. We’d like to show you, in five easy instalments as shown *(see page 13)*, how to apply thinking and acting like a leader to building a culture of constructive feedback.
THE FIVE STEPS

This book takes you through five steps needed to build more effective staff relationships through a culture of constructive feedback.

This simple graphic is a guide to the steps. Of course business seldom develops in such a logical way and people adopt ideas gradually, depending on their readiness and the usefulness to them of those ideas. The 5 step plan is simply a framework and I invite you to use the information and strategies most appropriate for you, your staff and your business.

Above all, as a leader, we encourage you spend time reflecting on the value of each step you take and make changes as you see fit for your business.

➢ **Think & act like a leader** — A successful business or department depends on leadership to give staff a purpose, a reason for their effort. Learn why you need to be a leader, what people want from a leader, what it takes to be a leader and how feedback is an essential part of leadership.

➢ **Clarify what you want** — When you are confident about what you want for your business or department, you will find it much easier to inspire staff to greater efforts. This step helps you to clarify your vision for the business or department, to define what needs to be done to achieve that vision and then promote the values that underpin all activities.

➢ **Understand staff needs** — To lead people effectively it helps to understand what they want from their work so we can begin to meet those needs. This step draws on some of the research into people at work and provides practical strategies for you to start working with staff to improve your workplace relationships and more productive outcomes for the business.

➢ **Plan, discuss, agree, commit** — This step provides practical strategies for communicating with staff, building teamwork and reaching agreement on how people behave in your workplace.

➢ **Give & get feedback** — Feedback is fundamental to communication at work, to acceptance of responsibility, commitment and business success. This step gives practical suggestions, tools and strategies for building a feedback culture in your workplace.

Let’s now look at each of these steps in more detail.

**REFERENCES AND NOTES**


CONCLUSION

Having come to the end of this little book, we sincerely wish you well. We started this journey with leadership and the things you could think about if you want to think and act like a leader.

We looked at what we know staff want from their leaders and their work and at how you might start providing it.

We looked at the role feedback can play, for you and your staff, in meeting their needs and suggested strategies for giving feedback as well as for encouraging their feedback. They are all strategies that have worked for others, in their situations. You need to fit them to your situation, you might need patience and then practice.

However, the responsibilities of a business owner or department manager are not to be taken lightly and we hope the ideas we have set out for you help to make your jobs much easier and more enjoyable.

If you would like to follow up further with these concerns addressed in this book, the following workshops may be of interest to you. Or invite Jennifer to speak at your staff meeting.
WORKSHOPS AND PRESENTATIONS

Don’t Let Your Staff Keep You Awake at Night

You might be a great at building a business, but how often do your staff cause headaches?

Learn: Six simple steps to developing the workplace you want — define your business Vision and its Purpose, clarify the Values that underpin your business; establish expectations with staff, develop and get commitment to personal skills that suit your workplace; and then, monitor business and people performance.

Great Staff Build Great Workplaces or
How to Lead, Motivate and Keep Your Best Staff

So much depends on business owners and managers today and few have the luxury of being simply ‘managers’. They must also be leaders.

Learn: What it means to be a leader; what people want from their work; what they want from their leaders; how to meet those needs — giving feedback, coaching to develop people; the importance of rewarding effort, celebrating results.

Leader as Coach and Mentor

A program to train managers and team leaders how to get the best out of their staff, establishing mutual respect, developing acceptance of responsibility, acknowledging accountability, encouraging confidence and growth.

Resolving Conflicts Before They Explode

How often do you wish you just knew what to say and how to say it — before the crisis.

Learn how to: Put situations in perspective; prepare yourself; listen and question to uncover the ‘real’ reasons behind confrontations; deal with excuses; follow a six-step process for collaborative problem-solving; ensure and gain commitment to change.
What others have said

“This workshop increased my ability to identify areas of ‘concern’ and how to deal with them.”

“I’m now going to analyse what I currently do and develop a plan for future team management which I’ll review regularly and invite staff input.”

G. Kroes. Regional Manager, RVIB.

“It was interesting to understand the Leadership role of the employer.”

C. Tate. Director, Aesthete. Glen Waverley

“Having to set values, mission and purposes is very important for business.”

Matt Didman. Klimswim

“Good clarity on the steps for successful business structuring.”

Steven Cooper. Aquatic Inspirations

“Insight to employee values; involving employees to create their own solution to argument/conflict/approach to confrontation.”

T Sweeney. Michael Wilson Diamond Jewellers

“I’m now going to take more care in my interactions with staff at all times, making sure I involve everyone on our business directions.”

Michael Knight. Barry Plant Real Estate

Some timely reminder of things I have stopped doing and a reminder of things I already do well.”

R Harper. Manager, TGI Friday

“Jennifer is an inspiring, practical, thought-provoking expert and she brings creativity and a sense of humour to her workshops.”

“A simple approach and confident presentation allowing people to participate easily. Great, I enjoyed it.”

Contact Jennifer’s office today and book her to facilitate a workshop for your business or speak at your management or staff meeting.

Email: admin@positivechange.com.au  Telephone: +61 3 9563 4028
APPENDIX

Books to Read, Websites to Visit, Newsletters to Subscribe to:


NEWSLETTERS


How to build more effective staff relationships through a culture of constructive feedback.

Ask most small business owners: "Apart from the usual cash-flow challenges, what is the hardest part of your job, what mostly keeps you awake at night?" and they’re likely to tell you: “Dealing with staff”. Ask managers and team leaders in larger organisations the same question and you’re likely to get a similar answer.

Managing people is so often the ‘hard stuff’ about work. Yet it doesn’t have to be difficult. It’s all about giving (and receiving) feedback — at the right time and in the right way.

This book grew out of numerous workshops Jennifer has run with small business owners, and managers in a variety of larger companies.

Learn how to:

➢ Transform yourself into a leader — then relax and let your staff handle the details.
➢ Give meaningful feedback — in 5 simple steps.
➢ Encourage staff commitment — to give you feedback.
➢ Deal with the ‘hard stuff’ constructively — knowing what to say and how to say it.
➢ Put some practical tools to use immediately
➢ Turn your staff into a team and have fun — whether you own the business or manage a team or department.
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